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Abstract:- An experiment intended to probe possible effects of the future discernable in past
artifacts resulted in the discovery a) that an artifact found prior to planning this experiment had a
meaning in terms of unique data retrieved at the time of the experiment and b) unexpected results
included locating “zographie” a concept of information organization similar to the contemporary
“fluidice matrix” in use five centuries in the past. These results were obtained via a protocol of
locating the past artifact in a private library strictly by touch. No photon-dependent electronic
recording device was used in the experiment although a photo of the artifact is given as reference.
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1 Introduction
The idea that topological memory can be
regularly harnessed by a link between
human intelligence and spirits, as was
advanced in medieval scholarship, should be
seriously investigated in light of current
nano-technical advances in electronic and
ceramic design which may facilitate
topological patterning effects arbitrarily
entering the realm of local causality.
There exists, in potential, an information
input from the present which intends to
change certain known past events by going
“outside linear time” to alter events in the
past and/or future of the desired and/or
regretted action.
In this context, one may observe anomalous
effects in the present either in the form of a
perceived “haunting” or odd reactivity in a
person “over-shadowed” by thoughts
inducted by the topological patterning of
reflexive time.1 Often such reflexive “time
jumps” in behavior and ideation may be
linked to concepts of genetic ancestry. 2
Several theorists have convincingly argued
for the existence of “morphogenetic fields”.

These are topological energy fields which
guide the development of DNA and gene
structuring and may actually be able to
interact field to field with the effect of
introducing physical characteristics and/or
innate behavior characteristics into the DNA
by subtle rather than strictly evolutionary
means. This evolutionary function of
reflexive time can be represented in a
“fluidice matrix” diagram if one takes the
linear electromagnetic continuum to be the
cellular generations of organic species
generated sequentially by the developing
genetic prototype.

Figure 1. Reflexive Time in Genetics3
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2 Problem Formulation
In the area of genetics there is a significant
question about the “alternate futures”
speculations generated by quantum physics
theory.4 If we can create an alternate future
by making a decision in the present , can a
spirit intelligence or self-organizing event
matrix be triggered by deliberate action in
reflexive time into a patterning which
literally changes the past from the present
fulcrum and therefore changes the future?
Might certain “hauntings” then be hindsight
intentions rather than visitations from the
historical past?
2. 1 Directed Tachyons
Tachyons have been observed to seemingly
“move backward in time”. So if one could
“ride a tachyon” intelligently with directed
intent one might be able to alter the shape
of past events by altering a small part of past
atomic/molecular configuration. If time is
discussed as a series of snapshot-like
frames, then the alteration of even a very
small element in the still frame will create a
new multidimensional destiny flow. An
easily accessible analogy for this process is
the insertion of one or several film frames or
“photoshop instants” into an already existing
scene. If the initial scene showed no ashtray,
for example, and several frames are inserted
showing an ashtray on a table, this may
change the meaning of a subsequent
dialogue about how no one in the group is
smoking. In this example, the “ashtray clue”
coming before the “no smoking” statement
was inserted after the “no smoking”
statement by an editing process which can
topologically view the sequence of still
frames.
A more advanced version of this process
might be accomplished by taking the Turing
machine model5 quite literally and
employing the type of process used in
practical remote viewing experiments6 to
assist the traveling mind in conceptualizing
events recorded through known sequential
time, in the same way that maps are used in

old-fashioned dowsing7 and remote viewing
projects. In this procedure, the Remote
Viewer places the active intelligence in the
topological space “above” the Turing
machine model and thus can view and select
past and future events from the
electromagnetic “recording strip” of
sequential instants which include the present
electromagnetic moment under the specific
selector window of the Turing machine.
Thus, the Remote Viewing Operator by a
willed decision “edits in” a change in the
presently viewed frame which will alter the
past/future of the now-RV-edited destiny
sequence.
2.2 Beyond Mathematical models
Conceivably such deliberate effects could
be literally engineered and enhanced by a
form of telekinesis combined with the use of
nano-sensitive equipment. How, then, does
one detect such an action and/or
experimentally design and engineer such a
test? How are such effects measured?
If, for example, a Turing machine frame in
the past was altered to change the present,
then there would be no way of documenting
from a new present frame the previous
unaltered present situation. Or do certain
material artifacts of an altered destiny
pattern still remain as small details?
The only experiment which might possibly
document such activity would be the
alteration of a past event frame, already
recorded and copied or “tallied” by an
artifact ,in order to change the future of
present circumstances. The “tallied artifact”
affected would of course have to be
structurally non-dependent on the nanoreactions in the chemistry of film, cyber and
digital sound/visual image recorders. But if
this “destiny-editing” experiment was
successful, would any artifacts from the
previous destiny pattern or “alternate
timeline” remain available in the altered,
dominant destiny pattern? Here the “destiny
editing” in question is not a simple
telepathic sense of “mental contact causing
healing or hexing” and which results in
psychological and/or memory change but a
literal, multidimensional “quasi-quantum
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material shift”8 in the actual molecular
structuring as well as any measurement of
events. In tensor calculus, such a
“configuration jump” can be indicated.9 But
trying to figure out how dominant futures
can be triggered and alternate futures traced
is not possible in the present tensor calculus
or other systems limited to linear and four
dimensional formulations, even if a
structural, atomic-molecular situation rather
than the geometry of an X,Y, Z axis is
considered. This is so because the “time
alteration” on the Z axis in tensor calculus
remains conceptually linear.
2 3 Non-local Operative Intelligence
A photograph of an artifact from the
disputed past/present “now” might be
retained in any altered future and the past
event thus focused upon by a Remote
Viewing operator. But here the practical
function of such operative intelligence
comes into the picture. The actual operation
cannot be accomplished without a linking or
templating with some type of intelligent
logos which comprehends the templating
request and can catalyze the self-alteration
of the templated event. Images of the
shaman riding the reflexive time capabilities
of a multidimensional intelligence or spirit
entity are depicted in all terrestrial cultures
as a man or woman riding a dragon or linked
to the stellar movements of a cosmic nonhuman dragon-serpent.10 It might be argued
that this type of “concept matching” could
be done by an advanced electronic
mechanism somewhat like a cyber search
engine or similar status-check and repair
mechanism which compares templates with
new information but the self-organizing
capacities of such a “neo-Turing fetch &
match machine” would have to be termed
“living” because the possibility of inventing
future-oriented options is left open. Dead
agendas never change.
2.4 Organic Death and Living Agendas
A materially-organic body, when one living
agenda has left it, begins to “decay” into the
environment and thus becomes part of the
bacterial living agenda, even when

cremated. An aside from electronics here is
that , using this simple paradigm, some form
of “vampirism” might be possible if an
intelligent living agenda begins to inhabit an
organic system very shortly after the organic
“death”, which is the detachment of the
primary coordinating agenda from the
electro-neural organic mechanism.
Certain currently circulating examples of
controversial and perhaps disinformative
time travel experimentation narrate the
adventures of an individual named Al
Bielek11 who claims to be the survivor of an
experiment which sent his operative
intelligence back in time , thus causing
traumatic effects when he sped back along
his current lifetime time line past birth and
conception into a past lifetime identity. This
seems to be incorrect and confused since the
viewing of molecular history from the nonlocal perspective would be a topological
agenda and not any neural, organic agenda.
Time travel of the operative intelligence as
versus superluminal time travel of the
molecular object and/or neurallycoordinated organism is a major conceptual
problem. Perhaps Mr. Bielek was incorrectly
instructed by a hypnotist or experimental
monitor.
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Problem Solution

An experiment directed toward the
repeatable use of the type of time perception
mechanisms described previously in this
paper was conducted for the purpose of
probing and perhaps verifying these
concepts. An exact chronology of this
experiment is not given in this printed paper
for security reasons.12 During a remote
viewing session under circumstances similar
to circumstances which had in the past
resulted in interesting information, a book
was located on the shelf of a private library
which contained a section of several pages
paper clipped together. This book was
located strictly by touch without prior
reading of titles where it had been shelved
for several years in a collection containing a
wide range of topics. The book retrieved by
touch was a biography of British Royal
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Navigator Dr. John Dee which contained a
paper clipped section describing various
arcane mental disciplines of the 16th Century
Elizabethan Era including “Zographie”.
At first, the experimenter13 resisted this
remote viewing result because it was not the
type of “proof” expected. In fact, the written
content of the paper-clipped section echoed
another research project then being
discussed by correspondence. The other
project was a possible film or cable
television show concerning the so-called
Northern Isles off Canada which have a
history of unexplained and austere effects
upon those who have ventured to probe
ancient sites there. The paper-clipped
section retrieved for this experiment by
blind RV happened to refer briefly to two
unfortunate shipwrecks by Dr. John Dee’s
emissary Sir Humphrey Gilbert which
resulted in the loss of maps and documents
recovered from this same area of Nova
Scotia and Newfoundland at the end of the
16th Century.. After reflection, it was
decided that a result is not changeable in
experimental context. One does not throw
out a piece of information simply because it
seems to be a spillover from another project.
If it is a cross-reference, then the result is
simply that RV retrieved a cross reference.
3.1 Cross References
The objective of the experimental remote
viewing( RV) session was to locate an
artifact which would demonstrate future
effects on past activities, the interruption of
non-sequential thought patterning into the
expected flow of events. A cross-reference
to 16th Century mystical navigation had not
been expected. In fact, it was not welcome.
Therefore, it might indicate the desired
“interruption”. As described in the paper
clipped reference retrieved by RV touch,
“Zographie” in Dr. Dee’s 16th Century
lexicon means the projection of a mentallyperceived topology into material
communications, specifically sketches and
diagrams, so that a talismanic effect is
achieved.14 This is quite similar in concept
to the more technically-oriented “fluidice

matrix” notations which this experimenter
has been designing.
However, these are concepts and diagrams
and the purpose of the experiment was to
retrieve evidence in the form of an artifact
from the past discerned as having been
affected by the future.
There had been correspondence concerning
the other, media project about possibilities
of ancient and medieval sorcery connected
with the exploration of the Northern Isles .
In this context, an unexplained artifact had
been found on the experimenter’s doorstep.
This “find” resulted in instantaneous
visionary information seeming to concern an
individual of a certain, definite appearance.
Thus, it was interpreted as an apport
possibly generated by a spirit or discarnate
intelligence.

Fig.2 Photo of antique nail
It was simply a square-headed rusty nail.
Later in the media-oriented correspondence,
an article from a biographical source sent by
a person unaware of the “rusty nail
experience” included a sketch which
matched the visionary RV impression
associated with the rusty nail. The
resemblance of the biographical illustration
to the visionary impression was matched and
verified by the correspondent, as ell as the
primary experimenter.
If this verified cross-reference indicates that
the “rusty nail experience” in the past was
caused by the subsequent experimental
attempt to find evidence of a future event
affecting the past, then the situation is
complex. For the experiment may now have
caused some type of action in the spirit or
“reflexive time” realms relative to a rivalry
between adepts which actually began in the
12 th Century.
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3.2 Associative conflicts
One of the hazards of utilization of
“reflexive time” and/or links with discarnate
intelligences is this type of time dislocation
or bi-location which may in some cases be
related to the morphogenetic field of the
DNA of participants as well as to past
histories of disputed locations cryptically
represented on ancient maps. A reasonable
speculation in terms of this experiment is
that the “reflexive time” effects have
something to do both with “Zographie” and
the maps lost in the 16th Century shipwrecks.
For, in terms of the type of historical
identity suggested by the “rusty nail
interruption”, maps and arcane information
on the Northern Idles may have belonged
originally to Norman-Scots Lords familiar
with Arabic sorcery and practices and not
actually to the Navigator of the British
Monarch Elizabeth I, who may have
received these documents in context of the
continual raids and re-raiding of the castles
of the Scots Normans by supporters of the
British throne. For the “rusty nail”
interruption involves the description of the
descendent of a Norman Lord boiled in lead
as a sorcerer in 1330 approximately. What
does this actually mean to us today? A
feeble joke might be offered in response. To
wit: coating the body of a sorcerer in molten
lead does not thus encapsulate his soul, spirit
or operative identity. Appropriately, the
name of the Scots-Norman Lord brought
into modern focus by the “rusty nail”
interruption was William deSoulis, son of
Nicholas deSoulis. The experimenter did not
recall ever hearing of Lord deSoulis15 prior
to these unsettling interruptions. But one
speculates such a dedicated intelligence
might also be able to interrupt the side of a
16th Century frigate with a hole made by a
rusty nail and thus sink a ship which might
have been bearing maps related to locations
stolen or commandeered from the NormanScots succession.
It was found that a potential difficulty with
utilization of RV topological time
techniques was the departure from present
focus into associative issues involved with
the interruption of induced “reflexive time”

operations into the ordinary process of
sequential time. A complex “fluidice
matrix” notation involving historical
implications related to the upwelling of the
deSoulis subplot into British / Scots history
was drawn up and then discarded as aside
from the central result of the experiment.
This draft remains available as a result of the
experiment, as do scrawled notes on the
historical correspondences.

4 Conclusion.
Recollection of reactions and research
surrounding the anomalous advent of an
antiquated rusty nail onto the doorstep of the
experimenter , an incident which preceded
the experiment itself, served to change the
way in which a paper clipped passage in a
book experimentally chosen by blind remote
viewing (“dowsing”) was ultimately
interpreted. It is possible that the “rusty
nail”, as object, was part of a zographical
pattern deliberately enacted by the
experimenter subsequent to this object’s
otherwise unexplained appearance.
What technical relevance does this exhibit?
As an instance of “time insult”16 such an
induced material apport could be used as a
subtle weapon as well as an item of wonder.
In fact, programming on the nano-level of
reflexive time usage, as directed toward a
sequence of events already known and
recorded as to linear date of occurrence is a
powerful tool for changing that sequence.
But, unlike raw manipulation of nuclear
devices by employees such as software
engineers, the operator making the linkage
with “reflexive time” must be able to
transact non-sequential conceptual links
mentally, in the sense of non-local remote
viewing and telekinesis applications. Thus,
until mental training in these skills is
accepted, little progress in practical use of
these operative systems will be made.
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For a complete archive of “fluidice matrix”
notation, contact E. Macer-Story.
http://fluidice.com or magickmirr@aol.com
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